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Research objectives

REFERENCES

DISCUSSION – CONCLUSION

RESULTS

METHOD

An enactive 

conception 

of activity 

(Varela et 

al., 1991)

Aims of the 

study

• Characterize 

exploratory strategies 

in terms of fields of 

action (Bril, 2002 ; 

Terré et al., 2020)

• Identify typical 

exploratory strategies 

and their dynamics

Past activity traces

Video recordings

Learning protocol

Data collection

Data treatment

Activity is fundamentally Embedded in 

the environment 

4 core-ideas

Activity is Extended from the agent-

environment couplings

Activity is Embodied, as the body 

structures are key components of 

sensorimotor processes 

Significations are Enacted through a 

sense-making process (Di Paolo et al., 

2011) 

Identification of exploratory strategies in learning : a phenomenological 

approach

Self-confrontation interviews

Immediately after each session

8 learning session

Over 4 weeks 

“Control route” (x9)

Pre-reflective 

part of activity = 

climbers’ lived 

experiences

Activity = 

behavior and 

cognition

Context

Exploration is the 

capacity of 

subjects to act 

with different 

movement 

solutions to 

achieve a task 

goal (Duarte et al., 

2012)

Research question

Although exploratory 

strategies have mainly 

been investigated on the 

basis of behavioral data 

(Hacques et al., 2020), 

they still need to be 

characterized from a 

phenomenological point of 

view for knowledge 

enhancement purposes

Learning session 1

2 routes : “Transfer route” (x1) + “Control route” (x6)

Learning session 10

2 routes : “Control routes” (x6) + “Transfer route” (x1) 

Participants

3 novice climbers

Students in Sport Sciences in the University of Rouen Normandy

Prompted to climb all the routes as fluently as possible, avoiding 

pauses and saccades

1) Reconstruction of the course of experience with 

intentions/perceptions/actions for each participants (Rochat et al., 

2020)

2) Definition of the fields of action from an entry through perceptions 

(P) and then the statement of intentions (I) and actions (A) => P(I/A)

3) Thematic analysis of intentions/perceptions/actions to identify 

general dimensions for each components

4) labels to represent the dynamics of these general dimensions in 

fields of action

+ max. 30 seconds for previewing the routes before each 

climb

Data analysis

Comparison Intra-

and inter-individual 

of typical 

exploratory 

strategies and their 

dynamics
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Dynamics of exploratory strategies

1/ Inter-individual dynamic :

A- Repetition of the same “control route” has little effect to

exploratory strategies which remain related to “the physical

characteristics of the route” for the first and the last trial on

the “transfer route”

B- With repetition, the evolution of exploratory strategies

tends towards a sense of efficiency in climbing and the

search for functional sequences in previews and climbs, but

“disturbing sensations” remain on the last trials

2/ Intra-individual dynamic : if, at the beginning (session 1-

trial 1 on transfer route) and at the end of the learning 

process (session 10 - trials 1,2 and 3), the exploratory 

strategies are similar for previews and climbs, we notice 

singular dynamics during trials 1,2 and 3 in session 1 

(previews and climbs)

How the climber’s 

experienced 

exploratory strategies 

during leaning 

sessions ? In climbing : The dynamics of exploratory strategies highlights singular dynamics 

marked, among other things, by shifts between preview and climb but ultimately 

converging at the end of the session 

Exploratory strategies evolve a) from extrapersonal exploratory strategies (from fields of 

action structured in perceptions mediated by the physical characteristics of the environment) 

to intrapersonal exploratory strategies (from fields of action structured in perceptions 

mediated by memories of past experiences and effective or disturbing sensations) and b) 

towards a progressive incorporation of the environment, embodied by the subjects in 

disturbing sensations, the feeling of difficulties, which lead them to tighten their "intentional 

windows", which translates into the search for efficiency, the refinement of perceptions, 

notably concerning the efficiency of actions 

In climbing : A double process of transformation of the climber and the environment in 

connection with the notion of enactive actor/environment coupling (Varela et al., 

1991): over the course of the rehearsals, there is a transformation of the climber's 

actions and intentions as well as a transformation of his perceptions of the 

environment 

Methodological 

considerations
The field of action to document meaningful exploratory activity (Terré et al., 2020) in 

respect of an activity as a dynamic and meaningful totality (Ganière et al., 2016)
Further 

perspectives

Intrapersonal exploratory strategies are built on incongruent experiences between what is 

perceived and what is experienced. These incongruities constitute markers that promote the 

emergence of memories of past experiences, the search for efficiency in actions and the 

refinement of sensations.

• Compare exploratory strategies within and between groups to see the impact 

of the type of practice (constant, imposed- or self-regulating- novelty)

• Mixed method : association with behavioral indicators (e.g.,gaze behavior

and/or performance scores) 

Previews 

Climbs

Session 1 / Trial 1 / Transfer route

Pierrick 
In relation to disturbing sensations, the climber tries to reproduce actions by adjusting his 

actions

Thaïs In relation to disturbing sensations, the climber seeks to perform by modifying his actions

Clémen
ce

In relation to difficulties in carrying out the actions, the climber tries to respect the 
instructions by adjusting his actions 
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